
DRY-STACK
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SIMPLE ELEGANCE

Dry-Stack Fusion Stone derives its 
name from the innovative feature 
of no mortar installation that 
translates into the much valued 
benefit of an easy, no mess 
application.

Dry-Stack produces an amazingly 
uniform and highly finished 
appearance to be admired for a 
lifetime. The self-defining Caramel 
and Charcoal colour selections 
are difficult to choose between 
but both offer stunning nuances of 
discriminating good taste.

Dry-Stack is a superb choice as an accent or 
for a complete project both inside and out.

CARAMEL

CHARCOAL

4 GREAT COLOURS
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
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The low profile finish characteristic of Dry-Stack 
presents a beautiful balance between contempo-
rary appeal and traditional integrity.
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CARAMEL CHARCOAL

DRY-STACK SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE COLOURS

STONE CORNER STONE

32mm

95mm & 190mm

220mm

32mm

95mm & 190mm

130mm TO 390mm

N/A

THICKNESS

HEIGHT

LENGTH

RETURN 90mm

SPECIFICATIONS

If you are interested in receiving a sample please call 800.265.3174.
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DRY-STACK INSTALLATION
The benefit of a modern, highly finished appearance, characteristic of Dry-Stack, is 
complemented by the no mess, easy application appeal of a no mortar installation. Two colour 
choices that coordinate well with almost any background or associated material complete a 
picture of design perfection.

PATENTED DIY CLIP SYSTEM
Fusion Stone features a patented system of stainless 
steel clips and screws that can be installed in any 
weather by anyone for a lifetime of maintenance 
free performance.
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INSTALLATION OVERVIEW

SIMPLE, CONSISTENT EXECUTION

Prepare the Surface
Fusion Stone is installed over a 
plywood or OSB substrate. Ensure 
that the substrate has been covered 
in a code approved, breathable, 
weather resistant barrier. Not 
required on interior installations.

Starter Strips are used at the base 
of all jobs as well as above any 
openings (windows and doors). 
Level and install the Starter Strips 
using the stainless steel screws 
provided.

Install the Starter Strip
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Complete Corner Install
Begin installing Fusion Stone at the 
corner. As you build the corner ensure 
that you alternate short and long sides.

Continue Stone 
Installation
Continue to lay the stone in the pattern 
described in the detailed instructions. 
The last stone installed on every row 
may need to be cut to length.

FOR FLAWLESS DELIVERY OF YOUR 
AESTHETIC VISION EVERYTIME.
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